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ABSTRACT

The mission benefits of using both high thrust nuclear thermal propulsion (NTP) and low
acceleration, high specific impulse nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) to reduce piloted trip times to
Mars with reasonable initial mass are assessed. Recent updates in mission design, such as the
Earth fly-by return, are assessed for their impact on previous studies. In addition, the Synthesis
Commission split mission to Mars in 2014 is also assessed using combined propulsion. Results
show an 80 to 100 day reduction in trip time over the reference NTP or NEP systems and
missions, with comparable or reduced vehicle initial masses. The impacts of the mission and
system analyses upon technology planning and design are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The human exploration of Mars introduces conflicting requirements upon space
transportation technology. The Martian environment requires massive support equipment such as
habitats for survival on the surface and Mars excursion vehicles (MEV's) for transport from orbit
to surface and return. The interplanetary transportation of crew, in turn, imposes fast trip time
restrictions due to concerns of exposure to galactic cosmic radiation and zero gravity.
Simultaneously, the economics and physical limitations of Earth-to-orbit launch limit the amount
of vehicle and propellant mass that can be reasonably used for these missions. Thus, space
propulsion systems are faced with the challenge of transporting large payload masses to another
planet quickly, and with an acceptably low initial launch mass. These mission level constraints

have impact upon propulsion system specific impulse, power, mass, and efficiency. In the case of
high thrust, impulsive technologies, the principle performance emphasis is upon specific impulse
and power requirements. In the case of low thrust technologies such as nuclear electric
propulsion, the system figures of merit are power, specific impulse, specific mass (ratio of
propulsion system mass to electric power output, kg/kWe), and thrust efficiency (ratio of output
thrust power to input electrical power). In either case, the combination of mission demands drives

systems to high power, high specific impulse and low mass; while maintaining suitable reliability
and operating lifetimes.

High thrust systems such as chemical or nuclear thermal rockets depend upon high
propellant temperatures to produce high specific impulse. Increased specific impulse thus implies
higher material temperatures, affecting the lifetime, safety margins and load bearing capabilities of
materials. Newer materials may be required in order to meet mission objectives. Current chemical
propulsion systems are also limited by the energy release per unit mass of the combustion reaction.
The highest specific impulses that might be expected from such systems are between 450 and 500

secondsl. Nuclear thermal propulsion state of the art is considered to be the NERVA systems of
20 years ago, which attained specific impulses up to 825 to 870 seconds, at thrust levels of 330 kN

in ground tests2,3. These systems consisted of pyrolitic graphite coated UC2 pellets mixed in a

graphite matrix. The core was built from hexagonal cylindrical fuel elements extruded from the
graphite/pellet material. The concept is based upon transferring heat from the solid core into the
hydrogen propellant/coolant flowing axially through longitudinal passages in the core. Ultimate

propellant temperature, and therefore specific impulse, are limited by temperature limits of the solid



corematerials. Specificimpulsesof 900to 1000secondsmayultimatelybeachievedthroughthe
useof newcorematerials,suchasUC2/carboncompositefuels,or from untestedcoredesigns,
suchastheparticlebedreactorconcepts.Theultimatecapabilityfor a"nuclearthermalrocket"
wouldbe thegascorerocket,which is baseduponafissioninguraniumplasmaat temperaturesof
104or 105K, andspecificimpulsesof 2000to 7000seconds3,4.Obviously,thegascoreconcept
is highly speculative, and is probably not a feasible candidate for early human planetary
exploration.

Low thrust systemsincludebothsolarandnuclearelectricpropulsionconcepts.Electric
propulsionsystemsareinherentlylow acceleration,requiringoperationovera Significantportion
of themissiontime. In thecontextof highestperformance,thenuclearelectricpropulsion(NEP)
systemsaretheclearchoice,becauseof their ability to maintainaconstantpoweroutputregardless
of distancefrom theSun. NEP systemsalsohavenoperformancepenaltydueto power system
degradationin theVanAllen RadiationBelts,asdomostphotovoltaicarraypowersystemsS.The
NEP system consists of a nuclear reactor delivering heat to a dynamic (mechanical,
magnetohydrodynamic)or static(thermoelectric,thermionic,electrochemical)powerconversion
systemwhich convertsit to electricity. Due to the inefficienciesof power conversion,these
systemsalsorequireaheatrejectionsystemto eliminatewasteheatthroughradiationto space.The
electric powerproducedis conditionedandtransmittedto electric thrusters,which convert the
electricalenergyinto thrustenergyby acceleratingaplasmapropellantthroughtheapplicationof
electromagneticfields. Currentstate-of-theartNEPtechnologyis theSP-100reactor: aUN fuel
pin lithium cooledfast spectrumreactor.Thereactoris currentlysizedat 2.5MWt, with a 1350K
temperatureatthepowerconversioninterface6.MWe powerlevelsassumedin thispapercouldbe
obtainedfrom a scaledup, "Growth" SP-100reactor system,coupled with either potassium
rankineor braytonpowerconversionandheatpiperadiator7.Thrustwould beproducedeitherby
ion or magnetoplasmadynamic(MPD)thrustersS.

NEP systemsthusrequiresignificant dry mass,resultingin a propulsionsystemwhich
hasa masscomparableto thepayloadand/orpropellant;however,specificimpulseof 5000to
10000secondsreducepropellantmass,resultingin low vehicleintial mass.Vehicleacceleration
dependsuponboth theamountof powerthatcanbegeneratedaswell asthemassof thesystem,
commonlyexpressedasthespecificmass.TheNEPvehicle'saccelerationin turndeterminesthe
trip timesachievable. In orderto achievetrip timesfor planetarymissions,the NEPsystems
must be lightweight, efficient, andproduce10MWe of poweror more for extendedperiodsof
time. By thelawsof thermodynamics,higherefficienciescanbeachievedby operatingat higher
peaktemperaturesandlower heatrejectiontemperatures.Conversely,increasedheatrejection
temperaturesalsominimize systemmass.Thenetresultis thathighersystemperformanceis best
achievedby increasingpeakcycle temperaturesin the reactorandpower conversionsystems.
Unfortunately,theneedfor higherpowersandtemperatures,long lifetime, andhigh efficiency
drive NEPtechnologiesto advancedmaterialsandconcepts,aswith thehigh thrustsystems.

From an overall missionstandpoint,eachform of propulsionhasbenefits for specific
portionsof a mission. Thehigh thrust systemsallow for rapid escapefrom therelatively high
gravity fields of planets,whereasthelow accelerationNEP systemsrequireslow spiral escape
trajectories.In heliocentricspace,thethermallylimited specificimpulseof thehighthrustsystems
representsa significantpropellantrequirementfor high energyplanetarymissions,to the point
wherepropellants and tanks make up most of the vehicle mass. Conversely, the order of
magnitudehigherspecificimpulseof NEPsystems,in conjunctionwith therelatively low gravity
field of the sun in interplanetaryspace,allowsNEP vehiclesto perform the planetarytransfer
portionof amissionwith propellantrequirementsmuchlower thanwith thehigh thrustsystems.
While the "ideal" propulsionsystemwould allow for high thrust-to-weightand high specific
impulse,at theexpenseof a long anduncertaintechnologydevelopmentprogram,wecurrently
havetwo propulsionsystemsunderdevelopmentthat could be combinedto achievea similar



result.

The work presentedhereinrepresentsanupdateof previousworkg. The aims of this

ongoing study are to examine the potential benefits, at a mission analysis level, of the use of
combined high and low thrust propulsion systems for short trip time missions. The analysis is
performed parametrically, based on propulsion system projections obtained from the literature and

related systems and mission analyses of Nuclear Thermal and Nuclear Electric Propulsion
systems. In particular, this paper presents an assessment of the use of an Earth fly-by/Earth Crew
Capture Vehicle (ECCV) maneuver for crew return, rather than the full propulsive vehicle capture
mission mode previously considered for the 2018, All-Up mission. In addition, a "split/sprint"
mission mode is considered, using mission payloads and descriptions developed in the NASA

assessment of the Synthesis Group report10.11. The bases of comparison used throughout this

study are initial mass in Low Earth Orbit (IMLEO) and piloted trip time. The combined system
performance is compared to Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) and NEP systems.

SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS

Parametric system characteristics used for the combined propulsion analysis are given,
followed by system assumptions for the reference cases.

Combined Nuclear Thermal Propulsion

A NERVA - based engine using hydrogen propellant was assumed: 333 kN thrust, at
specific impulses of 850 and 925 seconds. Engine mass for each was assumed to be 10 MT,

including external disk shields for crew shielding and a 10% contingency. Two engines were
arbitrarily assumed for each vehicle. Hydrogen tankage fraction was 0.15.

Combined Nuclear Electric Propulsion

System parameters of 10 kg/kWe, 5 MWe were assumed. These values represent
conservative projections of NEP system characteristics using SP-100 reactor technology scaled to
25 MWt in conjunction with Rankine dynamic power conversion. A power level of 5 MWe was
selected for its commonality with Mars and Lunar cargo vehicle requirements, as determined in

past NEP studies7,12. A less complete assessment of 5 kg/kWe system performance was also

made. Ion propulsion was used, operating at 5000 seconds and 70% efficiency (electric-to-thrust
conversion efficiency). The tankage fraction for the argon propellant was taken to be 0.1.

Reference Nuclear Thermal Propulsion

The reference engine for the "All-Up" 2018 mission was a 925 second, 333 kN engine,
weighing 20.2 MT with disk shield. Tankage fractions of 0.13 to 0.15 were used, depending
upon mission assumptions. A single engine was used for the entire mission, with 3 perigee burns

at Earth departure to reduce g-loss effects13. For the 2014 split sprint mission, two 333 kN

engines, massing a total of 12.4 MT, were assumed. Average tankage fraction for this mission
was 0.16811.

Reference Nuclear Electric Propulsion

A "Growth" SP-100 25 MWt reactor with potassium rankine power conversion was

assumed for the 2014 split/sprint mission, System life was 2 years, with 50% redundancy on
power conversion and distribution components. Multiple 5 MWe power modules were baselined,

allowing 10 and 15 MWe piloted vehicles. Argon ion thrusters, operating at 5000 seconds specific
impulse were used, with a tankage fraction of 0.1. Propulsion system specific mass was 7.3



kg/kWeateither 10or 15MWe.14

ANALYSIS APPROACH

Trajectory analysis was performed using the QT2 trajectory code. This tool is based upon
the CHEBYTOP low thrust trajectory analysis routines, with the addition of external optimization
drivers for trajectory and system optimization. The approach used in these analyses was aimed at
determining minimum initial vehicle mass for a given nip time. Free variables in the optimization
were outbound leg time, launch date, and excess hyperbolic velocities at departure and arrival.
Due to the large parameter space, iteration was required to determine minimum initial mass values.

The code does not assess gravity losses for planetary departure; all high thrust calculations are

based on impulsive AV's. The possibility of abort trajectories, either powered or free return, were
also not taken into account in the analysis, but could be considered in future studies. Instead, these
assessments are intended as scoping studies to determine the potential benefits of the combined
propulsion approach.

MISSION ASSUMPTIONS

Two missions were considered. The first is an "All-Up" mission, with crew and cargo on
a single vehicle. Previous mission analysis of the combined propulsion option for the year 2018
using propulsive capture at Earth is compared to recent results for an Earth fly-by/ECCV scenario,
as well as to NTP calculations for the same opportunity and mission profile. The second mission
is based upon the Synthesis Group first Mars mission in 2014, using a split crew/cargo mission
scenario. Both missions are described in detail below.

All-Up 2018 Mission

The reference mission is an opposition-class, 30 day stay time mission, based on the 1989
NASA "90-Day Study". The mission time frame of interest was from 2010 to 2025, with 2016

identified as a reference case and 2018 and 2025 identified as the easy and difficult opportunities,
respectively. For examination of the effects of the ECCV return mission profile, the 2018
opportunity was selected for comparison with the previous, propulsive return results. The ground
rules for these studies are summarized from previous work, with the addition of the ECCV ground
rules used for this study.

Reference mission parameters for the alI-NTP cases are those used in the 1990 NTP

Workshop13. Departure is from a 407 km Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Increases in departure AV due

to gravity losses were minimized through the use of a 3 burn, perigee-kick maneuver. The
trajectory parameters were optimized for the desired trip time, including Venus swingbys. The
Mars arrival and parking orbit was set at an elliptical orbit of 250 km X 1 sol. From this orbit, the
aerobraked Mars Excursion Vehicle (MEV) descended to the surface. The crew return to the Mars

Transfer Vehicle (MTV) via an ascent vehicle after a 30 day stay on the surface. Earth return was
by ECCV, with the rest of the vehicle flying by Earth. An ECCV velocity limit of 9.4 km/s was
imposed. For the all-propulsive vehicle return, the Earth return orbit was a 500 X 1 sol elliptical
orbit.

For the low thrust systems, certain aspects of the mission profile were adapted to the needs
of these propulsion systems. The low thrust vehicles also start at LEO, requiring spiral times on
the order of months to escape the Earth. Extended exposure to the Van Allen Radiation Belts
during this spiral phase prevents having the crew on-board at this time. Instead, the crew

rendezvous with the vehicle using a chemical propulsion system (perhaps a Lunar Transfer
Vehicle) at some point beyond the radiation belts. The low thrust vehicle then accelerates to escape



andon to Mars.

Becauseof thetimerequiredto spiralin andoutatMars,ahigh circularorbit wasselected
to limit thisperiod. Forthestudy,aDeimosaltitudeof 20077km wasselectedfor a Marsparking
orbit; thisorbit is alsocloseto theAreosynchronousorbit of 20430km. Theimpactof thisorbit
on theMEV andascentvehicleisexpectedto besmalldueto theuseof aerobrakingandthesmall
ascentvehiclemass. Spiral timesto andfrom thisorbit wereon theorderof days. RecentNEP
missionanalysesof this missionincludedtheeffectsof bothsplitting the crew andcargoonto
separatevehicles,aswell as utilizing theEarth fly-by maneuverbaselinedfor the high thrust
systems. In addition, the 7.3 kg/kWe systemwasused. For the All-NEP systems,trip time
reductionson theorderof 100dayswereobtainedthroughthesemissiondesignfeatures.

In all cases,missionpayloadsareessentiallyequal. Theoutboundpayloadincludesthe
MTV habitat,plustheMEV andassociatedscientificequipment,andanECCV. Thesemassesare
shownbelow.7,9

Component Mass (MT)
MTV Habitat 40.3
MEV(left at Mars) 84.0
ECCV 7.0

Table 1. Piloted Mars Mission Payload Masses for the 2018 All-Up Mars Mission.

The combined propulsion system mission assumed is similar to that of the high thrust
mission. The vehicle is assumed to start from LEO with a high thrust burn; the NEP system is
then turned on for the heliocentric portion of the trip. In the case of a "single burn" combined
mission, the high thrust system and tankage are jettisoned after this initial impulse. The NEP
system then serves as the sole propulsion system, following the mission scenario outlined for the

low thrust system. In the case of the "multiburn" combined mission, the high thrust system is
used for Mars capture and escape as well. In previous studies, two high thrust stages were
assumed for the vehicle: a more massive, higher thrust stage for Earth departure and Mars capture,

and a single 333 kN NTP engine for Mars escape and Earth capture9. This was deemed overly

conservative, given the lifetime capabilities projected for NTP engines, so a single stage with two
engines was assumed in the current study. The Mars orbit is the same 250 km X 1 sol elliptical
orbit used for the high thrust mission. The ECCV velocity limit for the Earth return fly-by
maneuver is the same as for the other missions, 9.4 km/s. For this study, the Earth return
maneuvers are always performed by the NEP system; the NTP stage is jettisoned after Mars
departure.

Split/Sprint Mission

The Synthesis Group recently proposed a reference first Mars mission, with a nominal
launch in the year 2014. The mission profile is a Mars opposition mission, with 100 day stay
time. A split mission is baselined, with the crew and a single MEV on one vehicle, and three
additional MEV's on the cargo mission. The cargo mission is launched in the previous
opportunity, 2012. The reference propulsion system was NTP. All-NTP mission profiles and
performance data are taken from recent NASA studies of this mission scenario 11. The nominal

mission lasts 540 days, including stay time, with an option for a 528 day powered abort at Mars.
In the reference mission, the outbound trip time was fixed at 150 days, for crew health and safety
reasons. Earth departure is from a 407 km Low Earth Orbit. Mars arrival and departure orbit is an
elliptical 250 km X 1 Sol orbit, as in the All-Up study. The Earth return ECCV velocity limit is
9.4 km/s.

The NEP split/sprint mission is similar, including the split mission and Earth fly-by



scenarios.Theresults presented herein are also taken from recent NASA studieslS,16.17. As in

previous low thrust mission studies, the crew rendezvous with the MTV after it has spiralled
through the Van Allen Belts. The crew taxi mass is estimated to be 57 MT. Departure and arrival
orbits are the same as stated for the All-Up mission. The ECCV velocity limit is also the same. In
the NASA studies, the NEP system assumptions of 7.3 kg/kWe, 10 - 15 MWe, could not
accomplish a 150 day outbound leg; however, total NEP round trip times were comparable to the

NTP reference mission, depending on power level.15,16,17

The combined propulsion mission is very similar to the reference NTP profile. Departure
and arrival orbits are the same. As in previous studies, two modes of combined propulsion were
considered: the single burn and the multibum. In the single burn case, the high thrust system is
used for Earth departure, then jettisoned. NEP is used for the rest of the journey. The Mars
arrival and departure orbit is 20077 km, as before. In the multiburn case, the high thrust stage is
used for Earth escape, Mars capture, and Mars escape. A 250 km X 1 Sol Mars arrival and
departure orbit are used. NEP is used for the Earth return maneuvers. The NTP stage is jettisoned
after the Mars departure phase. Both high and low thrust outbound tankage are jettisoned after
Mars arrival.
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Effect of Earth Fly-by Return for 2018 All-Up Combined Propulsion

RESULTS

All-Up Combined Mission (2018)

The effects of using a Earth fly-by with ECCV return mode are shown in Figure 1. The
results from the previous combined study, using full propulsive capture of the Mars transfer

vehicle at Earth 6, are compared to a similar system using the fly-by return. The differences in the
two studies are

6



1.) The previous, more massive mission used full propulsive capture at Earth; the recent
results assume an Earth fly-by at 9.4 km/s.

2.) The Earth capture mission assumed a 900 second specific impulse, the fly-by assumes
925 s in keeping with baseline NTP performance projections.

3.) The Earth capture mission had two NTP stages, one 30 MT and the other 10 MT,
jettisoned after Mars and Earth capture, respectively; the fly-by has a single, 20 MT
stage that is jettisoned after Mars departure.

A mass savings of from 90 to 350 tons is possible for the same trip times by incorporating the fly-
by maneuver; correspondingly, a 100 day reduction in trip time is possible for comparable initial
mass. While some of the mass savings arise from the difference in staging scenarios and specific
impulse, the majority of the trip time and mass savings arise from the reduced Earth return
constraint, which allows more effective use of the NEP. This follows from similar results
observed in the aI1-NEP studies.
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Figure 2. Combined Propulsion Mission Performance for the 2018 All-Up
Mission.

The relative merits of the combined propulsion systems compared to the reference NTP

system are shown in Figure 2. Three cases of combined propulsion are shown: a single burn 925
second, muhiburn 925 second, and multibum 850 second. The single burn option was found to
be capable of a 450 day trip time, with a moderate mass savings of 100 tons over the 434 day NTP
case. The multiburn cases produced similar reductions for trip times of 400 to 450 days, before
almost equaling NTP performance in the vicinity of 1 year round trip time. Below one year, the
combined propulsion systems increase relatively gradually in mass to a value of 750 to 825 MT at
320 days. The NTP mass climbs rapidly above 1000 MT, probably due to the lack of any Venus
swing-by maneuver to ease the propulsion requirements, as was used in the slower trips. Thus,
the combined propulsion systems use the capability of the NEP system to ameliorate the lack of

gravity assists. This results in reduced variation in vehicle performance from opportunity to
opportunity, and could allow wider launch windows than possible using gravity assists. The



reduced variation with opportunity was also seen in the previous, all propulsive studies.

Split/Sprint Mission (2014)

Several alternatives have been assessed for this mission: All-NTP, AII-NEP, and now,
combined propulsion. Although this mission scenario includes both cargo and piloted vehicles, the
analysis and comparison herein focusses upon the piloted vehicle only, since the cargo vehicle
propulsion system is not likely to determine the propulsion system used for Mars mission. For

reference, the NTP cargo vehicle initial mass was found to be 591.3 MTll; the NEP cargo vehicle

was 392.5 MT17. Either of these numbers should be added to the piloted vehicle masses shown
below to determine the total initial mass for the split mission. The two reference cases are the all

NTP option, using NTP for both the piloted and cargo vehicles, and the all NEP option, using the
7.3 kg/kWe NEP system at power levels of 10 and 15 MWe. In the combined scenario, NTP
stages operating at 925 and 850 seconds were considered for the multiburn cases. A multiburn
case with a constrained outbound trip time of 150 days or less was also assessed for a 925 second

NTP system. The combined NEP system was fixed at 5 MWe, 10 kg/kWe, 5000 seconds specific
impulse for all combined mission analyses. The resulting piloted vehicle initial mass as a function
of trip time is shown in Figure 3.
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Propulsion Mission Performance for the 2014 Split/Sprint

As in the 2018 mission study the use of a single high thrust stage at Earth departure does
not provide significant mission benefit in terms of trip time reduction. A single high thrust burn is
insufficient to allow a 5 MWe NEP system to meet the reference trip time of 540 days; however, a
585 day trip is possible, with an approximately 200 MT reduction in mass from the aI1-NEP
system, and a 150 MT increase in mass over the 10 MWe alI-NEP system. Both NTP and NEP
systems can better this trip time.



The useof the multibum combinedpropulsionscenariois seento provide reductions in
mass over the reference NTP system at the baseline trip time of 540 days. The reduction in mass
for a 925 second, 10 kg/kWe, 5 MWe combined system at 540 days is approximately 200 MT
from the alI-NTP system; a comparable reduction is also available even for an 850 second
NTP/NEP system using the multiburn approach. If the 150 day outbound trip time constraint is
imposed, only a 100 MT reduction results for the 540 day mission. All of these systems are more
massive than the reference 15 MWe NEP system for that trip time. However, the use of the
combined systems is also seen to reduce trip time by as much as 80 days for initial masses
comparable to the baseline NTP system mass while maintaining the 150 day outbound constraint.
Such a trip time is also beyond the capability of the high power alI-NEP systems, unless system

specific mass is drastically reduced and power is raised to levels greater than 20 MWel6. It is

interesting to note the relatively small dependence of the combined system mass upon the NTP

specific impulse value. This is because the use of the NEP system keeps the high thrust AV values

relatively low, minimizing the sensitivity. Similarly, the use of the high thrust systems to impart
some velocity to the vehicle at departure or arrival reduces the mission sensitivity to NEP specific
mass and power level.

CONCLUSIONS

By utilizing high and low thrust systems in those regimes in which they each excel,
significant mission benefits can be obtained in terms of trip time and mass for piloted Mars
missions. Implementing combined mission profiles that are similar to those developed for high
thrust missions allows the full benefit of the concept to emerge. Specifically, planetary fly-bys and

split/sprint mission modes have been shown to enable combined propulsion systems to reduce trip
times using relatively near term system performance assumptions.

These results have been intended as scoping studies for the purpose of determining the
potential advantages of combined propulsion. More detailed studies of trajectories, including more
precise trajectory optimization, gravity loss effects, abort options, and conjunction missions are
also required. In addition, the vehicle integration and design of a combined mission will involve
compromises between the two extremes of high and low thrust system design. In particular,
deployment and support of heat rejection radiators on board a high thrust/weight vehicle will pose a
challenge, as will propellant tankage design and insulation. The presence of two nuclear reactors
on board a single spacecraft, while providing some reassuring redundancy, also introduces
payload and crew shielding requirements. These studies are beyond the scope of this analysis.

The impact of a combined propulsion system on technology development planning could be
dramatic. The scoping studies reported herein have shown the benefits of utilizing both high and
low thrust propulsion to ease the technology development risk of both. By using near term, less
risky NTP and NEP systems in tandem, a space transportation system can be built in a timely
fashion, with mission benefits beyond those attainable by a single system. The combined systems
assessed above allow for 850 second, state of the art NTP systems, and 10 kg/kWe, 5 MWe
systems scalable from existing reactor and thruster technology programs to be used to perform
missions previously thought to require higher specific impulses (in the case of NTP) or power
levels (in the case of NEP). In addition, the development of a 5 MWe NEP module is capable of
providing cargo mission support for the split mission scenario. A less tangible but no less
_mportant consideration is the presence of two separate propulsion systems on a single spacecraft
to provide additional redundancy for piloted missions.
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